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Executive Summary 
 
Introduction 
Sara Banks Distributor is a start-up seeking to become a distributor of Nail Corp. products into the 
Eastern Canadian market. Owner and founder Sara Banks is currently a new Manikure kiosk owner 
in Toronto, Ontario, and has a background of 11 years retail sales and experience as a past co-
founder of her own company. After receiving a high level of demand of Manikure nail appliques 
from salon retailers, and researching the growing Canadian nail care market, Sara sees a strong 
opportunity for Manikure to distribute profitably into Eastern Canada. Sara has received a total of 
11 notices from local beauty retailers within a 3-week period with stated interested to purchase a 
minimum order size of $500 if approved by Manikure. She has received several additional direct 
requests from larger retailers expressing strong interest to carry Manikure products. Based on the 
distribution plan enclosed, the company projects to generate $834,342 in sales for Manikure within 
the first 12 months of operations. 
 
The Market 
The Canadian make-up market has seen 3.8% growth between 2007-2011, to reach $788.1 million 
revenue in 2011. The Nail Make-Up Category represents 3.1%, ($24.0 million) of the overall 
Canadian make-up market, and saw a 0.4% compound annual growth rate over the years 2007-
2011. This translates into an approximate market size of $3.0 million for Ontario and $1.8 million 
in the Greater Toronto Area (Metro Toronto) region. The market is projected to see a 3.3% 
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) for the 5-year period 2011-2016, which is expected to drive 
the market to a value of $926 million by the end of 2016. Supermarkets command 41.6% market 
share in the Canadian make-up distribution, followed by specialist retailers at 34.5%. 

The nail care industry is experiencing significant growth in the US as a $1.6 billion business. The 
nail-care business mass market increased 16% in 2012, and both nail stickers and at-home gel 
systems are growing as hot trends. Gel products grew from 3% to 7% of overall nail sales in 2012 
alone, and industry experts expect to see it up to 15% of overall nail sales. Several major industry 
suppliers are launching in-store kiosks (CVS) and at-home nail strip and gels products, and Sally 
Hansen Salon Effects Nail Products gained $20 million in sales in the half year of 2012 alone as the 
No. 1 new cosmetic product in 2011. Management expects to see similar trends emerge in the 
Canadian market. 

 
Financial Considerations 
Sara Banks Distributors projects to generate 792 new accounts and $834,342 within the first year 
of operations. The company’s strategy is to focus primarily on building a strong brand reputation 
for Manikure as it enters the market, and execute quality management and product training at the 
retail-consumer touch point. This aims to maximize long term sales and leverage Manikure’s high 
repeat business rates, while maintaining excellent brand reputation for Manikure in the Eastern 
Canada marketplace.  
 

	  
Q1	   Q2	   Q3	   Q4	   TOTAL	  Y1	  

No.	  Sales	  Reps	  (cumulative)	   1	   3	   4	   4	   -‐	  
No.	  Accounts	  (cumulative)	   50	   261	   533	   792	   792	  
Sales	  Volume	  (units)	   15000	   78375	   159956	   237458	   490790	  
Revenue	  for	  Manikure	  ($)	   $25,500	  	   $133,238	  	   $271,926	  	   $403,679	  	   $834,342	  
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1.0 Business Background 
 

1.1 Business History & Summary 
Sara Banks Distributors is a start-up independent Manikure distributor, founded and owned by Sara 
Banks (Sara). The mission of the company is to become a sole Manikure wholesale distributor for 
the Province of Ontario. Sara comes from a background with over 11 years experience of retail 
sales, which included generating over $100,000 in gross sales for Proactiv products within a 2-
month period. She currently owns and manages a new Manikure Kiosk location based in Metropolis 
in ABC mall, in Burlington, Ontario (Canada). 

Sara first began to pursue the prospect of becoming an Manikure distributor after receiving a very 
high level of interest from beauty retailers to carry the product – these included locally-based salon, 
hair salon and spa owners. After performing due diligence market research of the Eastern Canada 
market, and receiving 11 requests in a 3-week period from local retailers that they would place a 
minimum $500 order size if approved as a Manikure retailer, Sara saw the potential for to grow a 
thriving Manikure-exclusive distribution channel in the Metro Toronto region. The company projects 
to generate $834,342 in sales for Manikure within the first 12 months of operations. 

 

1.2 Company Strategy 
This distribution plan outlines the opportunity for Toronto and Ontario market penetration for 
Manikure nail products – which includes the logistics and operational management strategy to 
successfully achieve revenue projections, as well as Sara’s long term strategy which places a very 
strong focus on:  

(a) Maintaining strong Manikure brand reputation and integrity. 

(b) Strong retail training and promotion strategies at the retail-customer touch point that builds 
sales from the “inside-out” (pull strategy). 

(c) Providing exceptional customer service, quality control training systems, and exclusive focus on 
Manikure products for company distribution. 

 

1.3 Goals and Objectives 
Goal:  

The primary goal of Sara Banks Distributors is to gain a competitive foothold in the Ontario beauty 
retail market. The company aims to profitably create up an Manikure-exclusive distribution channel 
that builds and maintains a strong brand reputation for the Manikure brand, while gaining 
increasing market share over the upcoming three 3 years of operations. 
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Objectives:  

• To obtain 792 new accounts within the first 12 months of operations. 
• To generate $834,342 in revenue for Manikure Product within the first 12 months of 

operations. 

 

2.0 The Market  
 

2.1 Industry Overview 
Canadian Make-Up Market Overview 

The Canadian make-up market has been growing at a moderate, stable rate, and had total 
revenues of $788.1 million in 2011, representing a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 3.8% 
between 2007-2011. By comparison, the US market grew with CAGR of 1.6% over the same period, 
to reach the respective value of a $6.45 billion industry in 20111. This translates into a $100.6 
million make-up market size for the Ontario (B.C.) region2. According to Statistics Canada, 75% of 
B.C. small businesses are service-based, which is up 5% from 10 years ago3. 

The Nail Make-Up Category represents 3.1%, (or $24.0 million) of the overall Canadian make-up 
market, and saw a 0.4% compound annual growth rate over the years 2007-20111. This translates 
into an approximate market size of $3.0 million for Ontario and $1.8 million in the Greater Toronto 
Area2.  

 

Figure 1 – Canadian Nail Category Market Share (%) 

                                            
1 Make-Up Industry Profile: Canada by MarketLine, December 2012. 
2 Assuming an equal ration of population to industry size across Canada. Canada population: 34,482,779 
(Source: World Bank, 2011), Ontario population: 4,400,057 (Source: Population and dwelling counts, for 
Canada, provinces and territories, 2011 and 2006 censuses". Statcan.gc.ca. February 8, 2012.), Greater 
Toronto Area population: 2,590,921 (Source: Canada 2011 Census Canada 2011 Census Subdivisions) 
3 Statistics Canada 2011 
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Figure 2 – Canadian Nail Category Sales (2007-2011) 

 

Future Industry Growth Projections 

The performance of the Canadian make-up market is forecasted to see a positive CAGR of 3.3% for 
the 5-year period 2011-2016, which is expected to drive the market to a value of $926 million by 
the end of 20164. 

 

Booming Nail Care Industry in US 

The nail care industry is booming in the US as a $1.6 billion business, where the nail-care business 
mass market increased 16% in 20125. Both nail stickers and at-home gel systems are growing as 
hot trends; gel polish sales hit $27 million in 2012 in the mass market6, growing from 3% to 7% of 
overall nail sales in 2012 alone, and industry experts expect to see it up to 15% of overall nail 
sales5. Several major industry suppliers are launching in-store kiosks (CVS) and at-home nail strip 
and gels products, and Sally Hansen Salon Effects Nail Products gained $20 million in sales in the 
half year of 2012 alone as the No. 1 new cosmetic product in 20117. 

 

2.2 Market Distribution 
Supermarkets form the leading distribution channel in the Canadian make-up market, accounting 
for a 41.6% share of the total market's value. Specialist Retailers accounts for a further 34.5% of 
the market (see figure below). 

                                            
4 Make-Up Industry Profile: Canada by MarketLine, December 2012. 
5 WWD: Women's Wear Daily; 1/25/2013, Vol. 205 Issue 17, p1-1, 1p 
6 Alexander, A. (2012). Nail care polishes up; the eyes still have it. Drug Store News, 34(7), 62. 
7 Casserly, M. (2011). Name You Need To Know: Sally Hansen Salon Effects Nail Products. Forbes.Com, 28. 
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Figure 3 - Canadian Market Distribution 

 

Sara aims to target the 34.5% market segment of special retailers, which includes salons, hair 
salon, spas, clothing boutiques, beauty supply stores and tanning salons. In the first year the 
company will actively target businesses located in the Greater Toronto Area area (which includes 
the Metro Toronto area), and focus its strategy of build a strong foundation of retail relationships, 
and effective retail channels.  

 

NOTE: Sara will adhere to any and all distribution restrictions, processes, training and procedures 
as required by Manikure company as a distributor.  
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3.0 Product & Services Summary 
 

3.1 Product – Exclusive Manikure Distributor 
Sara Banks Distributors aims to sell only 100% Manikure products, and to continue distributing this 
brand exclusively into the future as its business strategy. This includes all current and future 
appliques, kits, and other products manufactured for the retail market. 

Sara’s proposed minimum order size requirements is $500 per order, with recommended 5 shades 
of the client’s choice of 50 different nail polish applique colours. 

 

3.2 Service – Strong Focus on Manikure Brand Reputation 
Sara’s primary focus as an Manikure distributor is to maintain a high level of brand integrity, where 
Manikure is recognized not only as an excellent product, but synonymous with remarkable service 
from the end user’s retail purchase experience. 

The first year of operations will be focused on executing superior retailer training and brand 
reputation quality controls. Sara Banks Distributors will build a strong customer base of quality 
retailers that are an excellent fit and representation of the Manikure product and brand. In addition 
to adhering strictly to any of Manikure’s criteria for specified retailers, Sara aims to select retailers 
in terms of: 

a) Excellent company and brand 
b) Target market customer base that matches that of Manikure 
c) Willingness and ability to undergo Manikure product training for staff. This includes all areas 

of product knowledge, presentation and proposed promotions plans. 

Sara’s strategy is to build a strong foundation in the first 12 months of operations, where each 
retailer receives sufficient training, support and strategy in order to maximize both brand quality 
representation and sales from the “inside out.” Sara believes this “pull” strategy will maximize sales 
over the long term, while creating a positive brand reputation as the product enters the Ontario 
market. 

That strategy is expected to result in more sales and word-of-mouth marketing, and is consistent 
with Manikure’s high percentage of repeat customers (50%)8. 

 

  

                                            
8 A Polished Performance by Bernadette Starzee. Specialty Retailer, 2010. 
http://specialtyretail.com/issue/2010/11/retail-products/a_polished_performance/ 
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4.0 Customer Mix 
 

Management anticipates the 6 primary retail customer segments are as follows: 

• Salons 
• Hair Salons 
• Clothing Boutiques 
• Spas  
• Beauty Supply Stores 
• Tanning Salons 

Sara estimates that hair salons will constitute approximately 20% of sales, the spas segment will 
generate slightly more sales (30%), and the remaining 50% of the customer mix will be spread 
throughout the remaining segments. Beauty supply stores include customers such as: Avant Garde, 
Redken, Chatters and other outlets that sell salon-quality beauty products to retailers. 

Sara aims to expand sales to larger distributors as the company grows in size and market presence, 
as well as upcoming kiosk owners as she encourages new kiosk launches in the Metro Toronto area. 

 

5.0 Training/Personnel Plan 
 

All of Sara Banks Distributors’ present and future staff will attend any training offered by Manikure 
company. The following is a brief outline of the training and personnel hiring schedule for the 
company.  

 

Sales Representatives Hiring Schedule 

Sara intends to build and manage accounts independently for the first 3 months of operations, in 
order to gain familiarity with both the market and develop effective procedures in conjunction with 
Manikure. In the following three quarters, the company will hire an additional 2 new sales 
representatives, and a 3rd representative in Quarter 3. Each representative is expected to acquire 
approximately 15 new accounts each month, and will be responsible for all order taking, product 
delivery, training and management for his or her accounts. All sales representatives will be paid 
salary plus sales commission.  

Business Quarter  Number of Sales Representatives (Cumulative) 
Q1    1 (Sara) 
Q2    3 
Q3    4 
Q4    4 
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Logistics Staff 

Within the first quarter, Sara will hire a logistics staff member to systemize and streamline all 
orders, cancellations and transportation of products between Manikure, the company and retail 
clients effectively. The company plans to hire for a Logistics Analyst II position in Month 2 of 
operations. 

 

6.0 Sales Plan 
 

Current Orders Generated 

Sara has received notice from a total of 11 local Toronto retailers who have stated that if approved, 
they would purchased minimum order of $500 in product. These interested clients arose through 
product demonstrations and Sara’s growing beauty retailer network within Toronto. 

Sara has additionally received a total of 4 requests by medium to large-sized distributors that sell 
to major Canadian retail stores in the Greater Toronto Area. This high demand has been generated 
while simultaneously running and managing the Manikure kiosk location, and only allocating a 
minimal number of hours to potential retail clients. Sara believes that with full time attention 
dedicated to developing new Manikure accounts, the sales projections outlined in this proposal will 
be successfully achieved.  

The purpose of this plan is to demonstrate this high level of demand in the market, communicate 
Sara Banks Distributors’ strategy to distribute Manikure product effectively, and gain acceptance as 
an Manikure retailer, and execute fulltime distribution activities to create a distribution channel for 
Manikure in Eastern Canada. 

 

Future Sales Projections 

Sara projects that based on (a) Manikure product demand, (b) her current ability to solidify product 
orders from retailers in a specific period of time, and (b) assuming the ability for the company’s 
ability to achieve conservative sales force objectives, the company will generate the following sales 
figures through its distribution for Manikure over the next 12 months:  

1st Quarter: $25,500 
2nd Quarter: $111,435 
3rd Quarter: $258,481 
4th Quarter: $463, 582 
 
Total Revenue for Year 1: $858, 997 
 
(See Section 8.0 Financials for detailed financial information and assumptions)  
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7.0 Logistics Plan  
 

Receiving & Warehousing Product 

Sara currently receives product from Manikure company for her kiosk business, and has 500 square 
feet of storage space - or ability to warehouse 300,000 applique units. She will perform all 
receiving and storing of products in her current existing facilities until Month 6 of operations. 
Assuming sales projections are reached at this time, she plans to lease a commercial office and 
warehouse space of approximately 1500 square feet in New Westminster, Ontario. Management 
anticipates approximately $3500 as monthly expense for this cost. 

 

Logistics Staff & Software 

In Month 2, upon distribution approval by Manikure, the company will hire a logistics analyst to 
streamline all ordering systems and software for upcoming account management. The staff 
member will begin part-time (contractual basis), then start as a full time as the company increases 
sales in its second quarter with the hiring of new sales representatives. Logistics software will be 
purchased as required, and management allocates a total of $7500 for this cost for its first year. 

 

Transporting Goods To Retail Client 

Due to Manikure’s small physical product size, all order deliveries will be done by the sales 
representative overseeing their specific account. This will coincide with the company’s client 
training and customer service, which will be integrated with these delivery calls. As the company 
grows, product may be shipped from its warehouse location as necessary.  
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8.0 Financial Plan  
 

The following figure is a summary of the number of company sales representatives, the number of 
accounts generated, and the order size and revenue generated by Sara Banks Distributors.  

 

	  
Q1	   Q2	   Q3	   Q4	   TOTAL	  Y1	  

No.	  Sales	  Reps	  (cumulative)	   1	   3	   4	   4	   -‐	  
No.	  Accounts	  (cumulative)	   50	   261	   533	   792	   792	  
Sales	  Volume	  (units)	   15000	   78375	   159956	   237458	   490790	  
Revenue	  for	  Manikure	  ($)	   $25,500	  	   $133,238	  	   $271,926	  	   $403,679	  	   $834,342	  

Figure 4 - Sales Projections For Year 1 

• Figures based on purchase price per unit from Manikure: $1.70 (see Assumption 3) 

 

Assumptions: 

1. Each sales representative will acquire on average 25 new accounts per month. This 
translates into 75 new accounts per sales representative per business quarter. 

2. Each account will purchase minimum 100 units of inventory per month (300 units per 
quarter). 

3. Assumed that inventory price from Manikure is $1.70 per unit, which is an estimate based 
on French Manicure unit cost for kiosk operators. 

4. Projections account for 5% “drop off” of accounts each quarter. 

NOTE: Sales projections are for nail applique sales only. Figures stated are considered by 
management to be conservative estimates. 

 

Growth Projections 

Assuming the business sees 15% growth between Year 1 and 2, and Year 2 and 3, Manikure 
Product will gain revenue of $834,342, $959,494 and $1,103,418 over Years 1-3 respectively. 
These figures are again based on assumptions listed above.  

 

	  
YR	  1	   YR	  2	   YR	  3	  

No.	  Accounts	  	   792	   910	   1047	  
Sales	  Volume	  (units)	   490790	   564408	   649069	  
Revenue	  for	  Manikure	  ($)	   $834,342	   $959,494	   $1,103,418	  

  

  




